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On that note I speak again of the city of Halifax and the great 
port of Halifax which, until last week, was the largest ice free 
port in the world. We had a little bit of ice last week. No doubt 
it was the cold air coming from central Canada. It was a great 
shock for Haligonians to wake up and see icebreakers working 
in their harbour. Tied up in the harbour and sailing in and out 
is one thing but having to break the ice in our harbour is a great 
shock to our systems. We hope that it will not happen again. 
Unfortunately, I do not believe there is anyone in this Chamber 
that can actually control that.

Bay of Fundy. What happened in the maritimes to cause the 
diminution of the prospects in the first place?

Ms. Clancy: Mr. Speaker, I thank the member for Edmonton 
Southwest for his question. Actually when I heard the direction 
of the question I was thinking that as a child growing up in a very 
political household I heard the answer to that question a lot.

Let me begin by saying that maritimers are very committed 
Canadians. Indeed we have been tried. That is why it can be said 
we are passionately committed to this country, to its future and 
to its prospering.• (1245)

An hon. member: It is questionable.

Ms. Clancy: Yes, it is questionable.

The port of Halifax is perhaps the greatest single asset in the 
industrial sense in the province of Nova Scotia. I can go back to 
the quotations of the days of wooden ships and if you will pardon 
my paraphrase or my editing, Mr. Speaker, wooden ships and 
iron persons. In the province of Nova Scotia, our port is again 
ready to be a major player in the industrial development of 
Canada, in particular with regard to our enhanced trading 
capacities.

There are many things. First, the sort of downhill slide did 
begin at Confederation because of the emphasis on east-west as 
opposed to north-south. We always had close ties to New 
England, to the Caribbean. To a great extent until probably the 
first war that continued.

There were questions—heaven forbid that I should bring this 
up—about buying Alberta oil. Nobody would buy Cape Breton 
coal nor could our apples be shipped to Ontario. There were a 
number of questions with regard to trade within the country, 
questions that still remain to be answered. I hope, as all of us in 
Atlantic Canada hope, they will be answered over the next term 
by this government.

We have frequently been accused of seeing only in Atlantic 
Canada the north-south aspects but we also see the east-west. 
The port and the transportation links out of the port of Halifax 
can be of tremendous benefit to all Canadians. We in the port of 
Halifax invite hon. members who sit in this Chamber to come to 
see the facilities we have and to see what a tremendous asset this 
is and can be to the people of Canada.

The other thing was migration. No question. We have been 
staffing the universities, courts and the public services of the 
other nine provinces for a long time. While people come back 
they tend not to come back until their careers are over. That has 
been a problem as well.

• (1250)Along with our developments in business, trade and job 
creation we also have to ensure, as I said earlier, that Canada 
remains the compassionate country the rest of the world be
lieves us to be.

Mainly the major problem has been a lack of an industrial 
policy that truly fits the Atlantic region. It is my belief that the 
emphasis on small business as mentioned in the red book and as 
the hon. Minister of Finance has been talking about in his 
pre-budgetary consultations are the kinds of policies and pro
grams that will flow from the ideas that will specifically assist 
Atlantic Canada.

I compliment the Minister of Human Resources Development 
on his announcement yesterday and on the initiative that he will 
take to ensure that compassion and common sense remain the 
keystones and the key notes of a Liberal government.

We do not have the population or I suppose to a degree the 
inclination for megaprojects. Megaprojects were tried. Every
one who lives in Nova Scotia can tell horror stories about 
Clairtone, heavy water and that sort of thing.

Mr. Speaker, I thank you for the opportunity to take part in 
this debate and I look forward to further debates in this House.

Mr. Ian McClelland (Edmonton Southwest): Mr. Speaker, I 
want to assure the hon. member that the view from this side of 
the House has improved considerably as well. Although I am 
new here, I think that is probably the case.

However we do have both the inclination and the ability to 
succeed in small business. If small business is given its head, as 
I think it will be by this government, then we will see a new 
prosperity in Atlantic Canada in which a number of my col
leagues are looking forward to taking part. We invite the hon. 
member and you, Mr. Speaker, to visit us at any time because of 
course one of the most successful small businesses in Atlantic 
Canada is tourism.

I spent some of the best years of my life, from 17 to 20 years 
of age, in the maritimes. I wonder if the member could think 
back to what caused the diminution of the prospects of the 
maritimes in the first place. After all, the first settlements in 
Canada took place in Nova Scotia in Annapolis Royal and the


